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INTROD UCTION
During the year 2005, two campaigners
who were actively volunteering for the Burma
issue either on an individual basis or within
other NGOs decided to create a platform for
coordinated, reliable and independent work in
order to facilitate Czech support for Burma,
foster international cooperation, and serve as
an interface between European and Burmese
forces. The Burma issue had to be kept more
continuously on the agenda of the general
Czech public and Burmese refugees urgently
needed assistance.
The intended foundation of a non-governmental and non-profit organization and an outline of the goals were first announced at the
“Burma/Myanmar Forum” conference in Brussels in March 2006. The founders decided to
register the Burma Center Prague under Czech
law with the legal form of a “Public Benefit
Corporation” (in Czech Obecne prospesna
spolecnost), which required the setting up of an
Executive Board and a Supervisory Board with
three members each. Members were chosen
with respect to their engagement for Burma,
preference was given to persons representing
the Burmese community in the Czech Republic.
The Burmese community also got involved as
volunteers.
The organization was founded on June 13,
2006 and registered at the Municipal Court of
Prague in September 6, 2006. Since the legal
requirements do not allow the organization to
offer a regular membership, it founded an informal affiliated group of supporters and volunteers called “Friends of Burma”.
Since its creation, the Burma Center
Prague has been a member of the European
network of NGOs working on the Burma issue
EBN (European Burma Network) and the net-
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Mission Statement
The Burma Center Prague is a non-governmental and non-profit organization run by
Burmese living in the Czech Republic and by
supporters of Burma. The Burma Center
Prague is not affiliated with any political
party. We act in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of the
United Nations and the UN Millennium Development Goals.
Our goal is to raise public awareness
about Burma in the Czech and Slovak Republics, and to promote events in order to
support the people of Burma. We feel the
need to emphasize the importance of human
rights and the necessity to provide the population with basic tools enabling it to survive
and to receive fundamental goods, such as
education, health care and legal security.
Our main activities comprise:
!

Informing the public about the situation in Burma

!

Organizing cultural events and campaigns

!

Providing
assistance
to
Burmese
refugees in the Czech Republic

!

Implementing development projects for
the Burmese people
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work of Burmese dissidents in European exile
FBE (Forum of Burmese in Europe). The Center
has also kept close contact with other key
players like academics and civil society groups
working on related issues and representing
Burmese ethnic minorities.
The Burma Center Prague offers information about its activities and Burma on its Web
site at www.burma-center.org. On these pages,
a selection of the most important Czech and
English news on Burma can be found together
with some general knowledge and analyses of
significant topics.

"Please Use Your Liberty to Promote Ours."
Daw Aung San Suu Kyi
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ACTIVITIES
Aid to Refugees
The Burma Center Prague offers translation and interpretation services to Burmese
asylum seekers during legal procedures until
they are approved, and also provides assistance in dealing with the bureaucracy in the
Czech Republic. As one of its core competencies, the organization helped Burmese refugees
with administrative issues, with finding a means
to support themselves, and becoming integrated
into Czech society. In order to increase their
prospective for finding a job, the organization
helped them obtain a EU driver's licence, become computer literate, and learn the Czech
language. Assistance was also provided to
Burmese students at Czech universities and individuals doing internships at other Czech
NGOs.

Raising Awareness
Since its foundation in 2006 and throughout 2007, the Burma Center Prague has held a
variety of cultural activities, designed to raise
awareness of the situation in Burma among the
local and expatriate population in the Czech
and Slovak Republics.

Film Screenings with Discussions
Since one of the Burma Center’s main objectives is to inform the Czech and Slovak
publics about the situation in Burma, including
issues not apparent to tourists and not presented by foreign investors and travel agencies,
we screened movies and documentary footage
highlighting these issues, followed by discussions with Burmese.
Most of these events were organized in
cooperation with local partners, who provided
the place and the technical equipment. In Oc-
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Highlights
2006

“The Secret of Thain”: The Burma Center Prague
put on a show of Thain, the Burmese martial art,
featuring Thain master U Htwe Thaung who currently lives in exile in Denmark. The performance took
place in the Palac Flora shopping center, in cooperation with the restaurant Orange Moon, and a
second time in the DISK Theatre.

2007

In February the Burma Center Prague and Amnesty
International held a Music for Human Rights concert
in support of Burma. The concert took place in a
former nuclear bunker that is now an 'underground' venue for bands. A
variety of musicians performed for free, and
proceeds from the door were shared between
Amnesty International and the Burma Center.
The Center's share of the funds was donated
to the NGO Free Burma Rangers, who send
relief teams from Thailand into Burma to help
Internally Displaced Persons.
In November, the Burma Center organized an exhibit of political cartoons from the Burmese artist
in exile Harn Lay at the Zahrada Cultural Center in
Prague. The vernissage featured speakers including
the former Czech ambassador to Burma HE Mr. Jiri
Sitler, and caricaturist Stepan Mares. After Prague,
the exhibit was presented in the gallery Místo Galerie in Brno, in cooperation with the NGO Nesehnuti. Both opening events included the screening
of a documentary film that was assembled by the Burma Center using
footage
of
the
2007
protests from the Burmese
TV-station in exile DVB.
Visitors also had the opportunity to try Burmese
cuisine. The project was
supported by the Czech
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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tober 2006, the Burma Center Prague presented a Burmese Evening at the international documentary film festival One World 2006 in
Bratislava, Slovakia, in cooperation with the
hosting Slovak organization People in Peril. After the screening of the movie Total Denial, a
discussion was held with a co-founder of the
Forum of Burmese in Europe (FBE) who offered
up-to-date information on issues mentioned in
the film. Further highlights were a photo exhibition on the visible and invisible sides of Burma
(in cooperation with the Austrian Burma Center)
and a buffet of original Burmese dishes.
In December followed the seasonal and
thought-provoking celebration of “Christmas for
Burma”. Two documentary films were shown,
one about Internally Displaced persons and the
other about forced and child labor in Burma.
The event was held in cooperation with DISK
Theatre.
In 2007, the Burma Center Prague continued the screening of films, first at the One
World Film Festival in cooperation with People
in Need and the local gallery Fiducia in Ostrava, presenting the film Burma’s Secret War and
including a discussion on the mentioned issues.
Further screenings with discussions were
held at the café Rybanaruby and as the
Prague Party for Burma at Karavanseraj café. In
November, after the conferences of the
Burmese dissidents in Prague, the Burma Center organized a screening of Total Denial at
the popular arthouse cinema Svetozor in
Prague. The event was completely sold out and
the screening was followed by a discussion on
the current situation in Burma.
The Burma Center also provided expertise
at a joint film screening and discussion with
the English-Speaking and Tuesday Groups of
Amnesty International in Prague.
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Petitions, Protests and Vigils
The Burma Center Prague held numerous
protests and vigils, and circulated petitions, in
2006 and particularly in 2007 with the advent
of the Saffron Revolution.
Traditionally, the Burma Center Prague as
part of a global movement commemorates the
birthday of the Nobel Peace Prize laureate,
Aung San Suu Kyi, who is kept under house arrest in Rangoon. In 2006, the Burma Center encouraged supporters to stay at home for 24
hours to pay tribute to her. Apart from this
symbolic act, a meditation session was held
with members of the Buddhist Meditation Center Lotus in Prague. Together with the local organization People in Need, the happening "Rose
for Aung San Suu Kyi and Burma" was held in
Prague.
In 2007, the Burma Center Prague and the
Burmese community remembered the birthday
of Daw Suu Kyi in a traditional Burmese way –
by donating food to the poor. Members of the
Burmese community prepared the food and
gave it to the homeless people of Prague at
the premises of the charity Nadeje. Additionally,
the Czech public was invited to sign protest
letters and appeals on cases of prisoners of
conscience in cooperation with Amnesty International Czech Republic and Burma Campaign
UK.
Upon an invitation from the organization
People in Need, the Burma Center Prague
drafted the "Declaration in Support of the People of Burma" and presented it at the Forum
2000 conference in 2007. It was signed by
over 500 participants, including among others
Václav Havel, Madeleine Albright, Paul Wolfowitz,
Alyaksandar
Milinkevich,
Karel
Schwarzenberg, Magdalena Vá!áryová, Jacques
Rupnik, Andrée Glucksmann, Tomá! Halík, Ján
Kubi!, Sir Robin Christopher, Sir Frank Lampl,
Adam Michnik, Huseyin Bagci, Christiane Amanpour, and Philip Dimitrov.
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The Burma Center also developed badges
with the Buddhist flag that people could display
at the conference to show their solidarity.

Public Presentations
Several presentations were made at
schools or universities, including in 2007 at the
Diplomatic Forum of the School of International
and Public Relations in Prague, at the Faculty
of Political Sciences and International Affairs,
and the University of Matej Bel, in Banská
Bystrica, Slovakia, in cooperation with the university’s Center of Nations Slovakia. The Burma
Center Prague also participated in a project at
an elementary school of arts in Prague.
Other events were held for the general
public in Prague and in Brno. Topics discussed
included the current situation, possible solutions, and questions and answers about Burma,
particularly about the impacts of the protests
in 2007.

Events during and
“Saffron Revolution”

after

the

The continuing protests by Burmese dissidents against the regime’s policy, which was
triggered in summer 2007 by a hike in fuel
prices, soon mobilized large parts of the population. It received worldwide attention when
Buddhist monks rejected donations from the
regime and took to the streets to pray and
protest.
Many of the first demonstrators who were
arrested started a hunger strike to protest
against the conditions in detention. As part of
a global sign of solidarity, on September 4,
2007, the Burmese community of Prague, in
cooperation with members of the Burma Center
Prague, participated in a 24-hour hunger strike.
Many Czechs declared their support by joining
in.
To encourage broader participation in the
course of the evolving events, several public
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gatherings and protests were organized in
Prague and even attracted participants from
other Czech towns.
On September 27, the Burma Center
Prague and Amnesty International organized an
'ad hoc' vigil and show of support for the
protesters in Burma. Participants carried banners and candles on a short walk through the
center of Prague, ending with the lighting of
candles by the memorial to the Czech Velvet
Revolution of November 1989. In a repetition
later in September, the Burma Center, Amnesty
International, and People in Need laid flowers
at the memorial of the Velvet Revolution in
Prague, as part of a global event to show support for protesters in Burma. Members of the
Burmese Community prayed in front of an Buddhist altar that was built at the memorial.
The same three organizations organized a
demonstration outside the Chinese embassy in
Prague at the beginning of October to protest
the Chinese government's support of the
regime in Burma. Participants were encouraged
to wear a red shirt to show their support for
the "Saffron Revolution" in Burma. During the
event, numerous individuals, among them members of the parliament, signed a petition that
was later posted to the embassy.
During the protests in Burma and after the
violent crackdown, the Burma Center Prague responded to numerous requests about how individuals could campaign and show their solidarity by preparing letters in Czech and English
that people could send to the Embassy of the
Union of Myanmar in Berlin. It also provided
links to several international petitions. Finally,
the Burma Center developed Web banners expressing support for the Saffron Revolution for
interested individuals/organizations to put on
their respective sites.
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Conferences
Perhaps the biggest event for the Burma
Center Prague in 2007 was the joint hosting of
the FBE (Forum of Burmese in Europe) and EBN
(European Burma Network) conferences in
November together with the organization People
in Need. The conference was the first opportunity for the FBE and EBN to meet both together and separately, discuss the current situation
in Burma, and come up with action plans for
the next six months.
The BCP was responsible for hosting and
taking care of accommodation, catering, visas
etc for the members of the FBE. The Czech
Ministry of Foreign Affairs supported the project
through its program TRANS (Transformation Cooperation).
The conference was closed with a peaceful march with candlelight in solidarity with the
people of Burma. This event was organized by
the Burma Center Prague, both local residents
and participants of the joint conferences participated.
The Burma Center also sent delegates in
2006 to conferences in Brussels (Burma Day
and EBN), Copenhagen (FBE), and Vienna (EBN),
and in 2007 in Berlin ("What to do about Burma/Myanmar?"). In Copenhagen (2007), the
Burma Center gave a presentation on "Burma,
the far neighbour: How European civil society
can help" at the seminar "Czech phenomenon
of Charta 77 and Promotion of the Human
Rights, Civil Society and Democracy in Burma
and Belarus", in cooperation with the Czech
Embassy in Denmark.

Online Dictionary
In summer 2006, the Burma Center Prague
published a searchable online dictionary from
Burmese to English and vice versa, which uses
Burmese fonts and offers a virtual keyboard to
write Burmese letters by mouse clicks on the
screen. This dictionary responded to the need
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of the worldwide Burmese exile community who
have rarely managed to find a printed dictionary or a computer with a Burmese keyboard.
The dictionary is available at www.burmese-dictionary.org.
To date it contains over 6,000 entries and
has received a total of 75,000 search queries.
In several hundred replies, its users suggested
new words and sent their comments. The dictionary marks a successful step to combine
Burmese and European competencies to the
benefit of the Burmese exile community.

Further Services
The Burma Center Prague sees one of its
duties as collecting information, reports, books
and films and making them available to the
public. Furthermore, expertise is offered on all
questions concerning Burma.

Media Coverage
The Burma Center Prague served as one of the
primary contact points for media inquiries, in
particular after the uprising in August and
September 2007, being able to give first-hand
information from authentic Burmese sources
while at the same time commanding the Czech
language. Topics included the life of foreigners
and immigrants’ destinies in general, as well as
life under military rule in Burma and assessments of the political development during the
2007 crisis. For numerous Czech and Slovak
journalists, the Burma Center Prague served as
the first source to create a comprehensive picture of the situation in Burma.
The press coverage included Czech public
TV and radio, Hospodarske noviny, Lidove
noviny, aktualne.cz, The Prague Post, and many
other Czech and Slovak media. The Center's
outreach was even extended to Burma, through
cooperation with Burmese-run media like the
Democratic Voice of Burma (DVB), Radio Free
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Asia (RFA) The Irrawaddy, and the Burmese office of the BBC.
Own contributions were published on the
news service of Econnect, on Slovak public radio, and in the Festivalove noviny (Festival
Newspaper) of the One World Festival in Slovakia.
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FINANCIAL REPOR T
The Burma Center Prague began operations with the financial support of its
founders, board members, and other individuals. In 2006, the organization's total
budget amounted to 27 941 CZK. In
2007, the Burma Center Prague received
a grant from the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs within the TRANS program to
implement the joint conference of the
EBN and FBE together with an exhibition
of political cartoons. The total budget in
2007 amounted to 227 736 CZK, of which
the grant made up 199 800 CZK.
Due to financial constraints the Burma Center could employ staff only for a
small share of the organization's activities, the Center's work has largely been
carried out by volunteers.
The Burma Center Prague would like
to express its gratitude to the donors of
office equipment and services in 2007,
among them the United Nations Information Centre Prague and business corporations based in Prague.
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CON TACT

Burma Center Prague, o.p.s.
Identification Number I!O: 275 95 323
Postal Address:
Burma Center Prague
Jare"ova 397/10
149 00 Prague 4
Czech Republic
E-Mail:
info@burma-center.org
Internet:
www.burma-center.org
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